
A PROBLEM IN LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS1

TOMLINSON FORT

In the Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, March

1958, page 61, R. E. Bellman suggests the following for research.

"Consider the second order linear differential equation

(1) m" + (1 + Xg(x))u = 0

where X is a real constant and /0™ | g(x) | dx < °o. Let Ui(x) be the solu-

tion specified by Mi(0) =0, u[(0) =1. It is known that

Ui(x) ~ r(X) sin (x + 6(X)).

Taking X to be a complex variable, what are the analytic properties

of the functions r(X) and 0(X)? In particular, where are the singulari-

ties nearest the origin? If g(x) >0 for x^O, is the singularity nearest

the origin on the negative axis?" We assume that g(x) is real for real x.

1. It is known2 that there are two solutions of (1) which we denote

by u3(x) and m4(x) such that when x—>■»

u3(x) — sin x —» 0,

M3' (x) — cos x —> 0.

(2)
Ui(x) — cos x —> 0,

ui (x) + sin x —» 0.

This approach is uniform in X so long as |X| < M. This last statement

does not seem to have been made in the literature. However, it is

readily inferred from text book proofs.

2. Let Ui(x) and u2(x) be solutions of (1) such that

«i(0) = 0,       mi'(0) = 1,

m2(0) = 1,       ui (0) = 0.

Choose b>0. Let Ui(x) and U2(x) be solutions of (1) such that

Ui(b) = sin b,        U{ (b) = cos b,

Ut(b) = cos b,        U' (b) = - sin b.

The two functions Ui(x) and u2(x) form a fundamental system of solu-
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tions of (1). Similarly u3(x) and ut(x) form a fundamental system and

likewise Ui(x) and U2(x).

Since uz(x), ui (x), ut(x), ui (x) are bounded, all solutions of (1) and

their first and second derivatives are bounded as is already well

known. We write

ui(x) = cn (\)Ui(x) + ci2 (X)t72(x),

«*(*) = cl"iiX)Uiix) + cni\)U2ix)

and

uiix) = eui\)u3ix) + euQ^Uiix),
i°)

Uiix) = e2i(X)u3(x) + e22(\)ui(x).

We note that the c's are independent of x.

We shall prove the following theorem:

Theorem 1. The functions c,-y(X), i,j = l, 2 can be analytically con-

tinued for complex X so that each is an analytic function of X so long as

IX| SM, where M is arbitrary.

We form the difference equation in discrete argument

(n/b)2A2y(Xi) +[1 + \g(x/)]y(xi+i) = 0,

xo = 0,       xi+i = Xi + b/n,       Ayix/) = yixi+i) - yix/).

Here i and ra are integers. Let yi(xj) and y2(x.) be those solutions of

(7) such that

yiiO) = 0,      n/bAyiiO) = 1,

y2(0) = 1, Ay2(0) = 0.

Also let Yi(xi) and F2(xt) be solutions of (7) such that

Yi(b) = sin b,        AYi(b) = A sin b,

Y2(b) = cos b,        AY2(b) = Acosb.

Now count backward from b. By the use of (7) we find  that   Fi(0)

AFI(0), F2(0), AF2(0) are all polynomials in X. We now write

yiixi) = kn\\)Yiixi) + ki2i\)Y2ixi),

(10) (&) lb)
Ayiix/) = ku i\)AYiixi) + k\2 (X)AF2(x,)

and

yiixd = CiVYiixi) + kf2i\)Y2ix/),

Ay2ix,) = k2bi\\)AYiixi) + k(2"2iX)AY2ixi).
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The k's are independent of x*. Choose Xi = 0. Note that Fi(xj)AF2(xj)

— F2(x,)AFi(Xi) is a constant and can be evaluated at b. Solve for

the k's. We find

(12) /fen (X) = (b/n csc b/n) Y2(0)

with similar forms for the other k's. These forms show that the k's

are polynomials in X. If we solve (5) for the c's with x = 0 we find

(13) Cn(\) = U2(0).

We make all solutions of (7) functions of the continuous variable

x by connecting y(x<) and y(xi+i) when plotted in the Cartesian plane

by straight line segments. We write y(x).

Now let n—»<» holding b fixed. As is well known the y's approach

the corresponding m's uniformly in x and X when Ofkxfkb and |X|

gJIf. Hence Y2(0)-+U2(0) uniformly in X. Hence OX)^'(X),

i, j = l, 2 uniformly in X. Hence the Cy'(X) are analytic in X when

|X| fkM.

3. We now let 6—»oo. As already noted the c's are independent of x

and can be determined at any point. With the aid of (4) and (5) we

find

cn (X) = ui(b) sin b + u[ (b) cos b.

Let M3(x)=sin x + e(x), m4(x)=cos x+t;(x) then from (6)

_ _«i(&)[sin b - y'(b)] + u{(b)[cos b + V(b)]

[sin b + e(ft)][sin b - r,'(b)\ + [cos b + ij(ft)][cos b + e'(b)]'

Now e(b), rj(b), e'(b), r/'(b) approach zero uniformly in X and u(b) and

u'(b) are bounded. Hence (cn(X)—>Cn (X))—»0 uniformly in X. Since

clii(\) is analytic, |X| <M, so is Cn(X). The same reasoning applies to

Ci2(X), c2i(X) and c22(X).

This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

4. We know

Ui(x) = ch(X)ms(x) + ci2(X)w4(x) ~ cn(X) sin x + ci2(X) cos x

= r(X) sin (x + B(X)), \ X \   < M

where

[r(X)]2 = [cn(X)}2 + [cit(X)]2,

cos6(X) = di(X)/r(X).

so long as X is real. If we analytically continue the functions [r(X)]2
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and cos 0(X) allowing X to be complex we observe that [r(X) ]2 is entire

and that the only possible singularities of cos 0(X) are where r(X) =0.

Now the Wronskian of u3(x) and ra4(x) is a constant. It approaches

— 1 and consequently is — 1. With this in mind with the use of (3)

and (6) we find Cn(X) =w4(0), c12(X) = —u3(0). Hence Cn(X) and ci2(X)

are not both zero else w3(x) and Ui(x) would have a Wronskian equal

to zero which they do not. We conclude among other things that if

r(X)=0 then cn(X)^0, c12(X)^0.

LetX be real. Then cu(X) and Ci2(X) are real and r(X) can not vanish

unless both vanish simultaneously. Hence the zeros of r(\) are all

imaginary. We note in passing that r(0) =1.

We have proved the following theorem:

Theorem 2. // [r(X)]2 &nd cos 0(X) are analytically continued in the

complex plane, then [r(X)]2 ts an entire function and cos 6(\) is in

general analytic. Its only finite singularities are at the points where

r(X) =0. Such points are necessarily imaginary.
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